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The architectural concept for the new Carracci school complex is strongly linked to the urban and orographic
nature of the site. The building show itself as an architecture of the city inserted in a hilly landscape: a simple volumetric organization into a complex context, consisting of multiple relationships between elements that, at different
scales, contribute to the narration of this place.
This is the reason why the new volume stands out as a visual reference point, both from via Felice Battaglia and via
di Ravone, but at the same time the steep terrain on which it rests makes of it a privileged observation point from
the inside towards the surrounding landscape.
The idea is translated, thanks to this dual nature, into the intersection of two axes designing the common spaces
of the school: the north-south urban axis, which crosses the building to exit towards the outer space; the east-west
landscape axis, which visually connects via di Ravone and the Dotti playground in front of the hill upstream.
Along the first axis, the compactness of the building and the access poarch excavated in the volume create,
through a sequence of approaches, a space where the school environment becomes civic, a place of relationships, exchange and enrichment not only for the students, but for the whole local community.
The second axis is the observation one, in which the ascending agorà-atrium-court-hill sequence runs along the
profile of the terrain, opening glimpses into the surrounding nature and towards the sky.
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